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UDK: 537.226.33, 537.312.62PACS: 64.60.Cn, 63.20.Ry, 74.25.KcStrukturni� fazovi� pereh�d v model� \'3 + '4"�.V.Stas�k, K.O.TraqenkoAnotac��. Dl� opisu strukturnogo fazovogo perehodu angarmon�q-ni� potenc�al, wo d� na �on kristal�qnoÝ gratki, vibirat~s� una�b�l~x zagal~nomu, nesimetriqnomu vigl�d�, v �komu, na dodanokdo qetvertogo, prisutn�� angarmon�zm tret~ogo por�dku; vzamod��m�� �onami v r�znih kom�rkah vrahovut~s� v nabli�enn� seredn~o-go pol�. Otriman� zale�nost� parametra por�dku, v�l~noÝ energ�Ý tad�elektriqnoÝ spri�n�tlivost� v�d zovn�xn~ogo pol� � zale�nost�parametra por�dku ta v�l~noÝ energ�Ý v�d temperaturi dl� r�znihparametr�v model�. Otrimana fazova d�agrama (zovn�xn pole, tem-peratura) � dosl�d�eni� vpliv kub�qnogo angarmon�zmu na formufazovoÝ d�agrami ta polo�enn� kritiqnoÝ toqki. Dosl�d�eni� fa-zovi� pereh�d perxogo rodu �k pri zm�n� zovn�xn~ogo pol�, tak �temperaturi.Structural Phase Transition in \'3 + '4" Model.I.V.Stasyuk, K.O.TrachenkoAbstract. In the context of description of structural phase transition,the anharmonic potential e�ecting on the ion in the crystal lattice isselected in the form that, in addition to quadric, includes cubic anhar-monicity, thus possessing the most general non-symmetrical form; theinteraction among ions in di�erent cells is accounted in the mean �eldapproximation. The dependencies of the order parameter, free energyand dielectric susceptibility on the externally applied �eld and the orderparameter and free energy on the temperature are derived for variousmodel parameters. The phase diagram (external �eld, temperature) isderived and the inuence of cubic anharmonicity on the form of thephase diagram and location of the critical point is studied. The �rst or-der phase transition, occuring as the external �eld varies as well as thetemperature, is studied.c �nstitut f�ziki kondensovanih sistem 1996Institute for Condensed Matter Physics 1996



1 Preprint1. IntroductionWhile studying the mechanism of the structural phase transitions incrystals, the problem of choosing the type of the model potential V(q)in the HamiltonianH =Xi ( p2i2M + V (qi))� 12Xij 'ijqiqj (1)describing an ion in the lattice cell is raised.As is mentioned in a number of papers, including [1], in the harmonicapproximation V (q) = �2 q2; � = M!20, the crystal lattice may becomeunstable in the case of the negative value of �. In [1] the simplest stabi-lizing interaction is chosen in the formV (qi) = ��q2i2 + �q4i4 : (2)As is shown in [1], in this model the system undergoes a structuralphase transition which in two limit cases can be displacive or order-disorder in character, depending on the parameters in the initital Hamil-tonian.In a number of papers (see, for example, 2), the exact numerical cal-culations were carried out, based on (2). Accounting for the interactionamong ions in di�erent cells in the mean-�eld approximation, it wasshown that the system undergoes a structural order phase transition.Studying the behavior of the order parameter, it was concluded thatapproximate methods lead to the results which do not comply with theresults of exact nimerical approach (according to [1], even self-consistentapproach is not satisfactory when considerinig systems described by (2);this approach describes the behavior of the soft mode properly only be-yond the critical area described by the temperature of the �rst orderphase transition).In addition to the description of ion motion in ferroelectrics, themodel anharmonic potential is applied to the description of the latticeanharmonicity in the high temperature superconductors. As is shown in[4], such an anharmonicity is inherent to the motion of the apex oxygenin YBaCuO and other superconductive compounds. In [3] the modelpotential possessing the most general non-symmetric formV (qi) = �q2i2 � �q3i3 + q4i4 ; (3)was applied to describe the motion of the apex oxygen in YBa2Cu3O7��compound. Basing on (3) and applying the method of self-consistent
ICMP{96{17E 2phonons it was shown that the behaviour of the apex oxygen is bistable.The dependence of the order parameter on the temperature was shownto be of a hysteresis character. However, the question of the applicabilityof the method of self-consistent phonons to the description of the phasetransition in the systems described by (3), including critical areas arises(see [1]).In addition to the studies of YBaCuO series, structural phase tran-sitions in Hg-based superconductors have been recently of wide consid-eration, in the context of reported connection between the lattice soft-ening in these compounds and transition to the superconducting state.Particlularly, in [5] it was mentioned that near the transition point ananomalous abrupt mode softening was observed.In this paper we assume that the model potential acting on the ionposesses the most general form (3). Secondly, we propose to accountfor the anharmonic character of the ion motion by the exact numericaltreatment of (1), in which the interaction among ions in di�erent cellswe account for in the mean-�eld approximation, assuming the long-rangecharacter of the intercell interaction. Basing on this approach, we derivethe dependencies of the order parameter, free energy and dielectric sus-ceptibility on the externally applied �eld and the order parameter andfree energy on the temperature for various model parameters. Analysingthese dependencies we conclude that the system undergoes the �rst orderphase transition, as the external �eld varies as well as the temperature;we note the anomalous behavior of the dielectric susceptibility near thephase transition point. In addition to that, we construct the phase dia-gram (external �eld, temperature) and study the inuence of the cubicanharmonicity on the form of the phase diagram and the location of thecritical point.2. Model HamiltonianAccounting for the last term in (1) in the mean-�eld approximation leadsto �12Xij 'ijqiqj!'hqiq � 12'hqi2; (4)' = �Xi 'ij:Before writing the Hamiltonian used for the calculations we commenton the interaction of the ion and conductivity electrons which is beleived



3 Preprintto play a crucial role in the mechanism of the high temperature super-conductivity. In case of the symmetric form of the anharmonic potential(2) the anharmonic mode can be described in terms of the pseudospinvariables (see, for example, [6]). Furthemore, in the Muller's model theinteraction of the CuO-plane electrons and the local anharmonic modehas the form g(ni" + ni#)Szi , where Szi is the pseudospin variable, gni�represents the energy change of the electron of spin � in site i due tothe apex oxygen transition from one minimum (Szi = +12 ) of the an-harmonic potential to the other one (Szi = �12) (see [6]). In case ofthe non-symmetric form of the anharmonic potential (3) the interac-tion between the ion and conductivity electrons can be chosen in theHolstein-type form Dnq, where n - electrons concentration. However, inthe considerations below we assume that n = const, d = n � D, thusinterpreting d as externally applied �eld acting on the ion.This leads to the following form of H:H=Xi Hi;Hi= p2i2M + M!202 q2i � �q3i3 + q4i4 + dqi + 'hqiqi � 12'hqi2 (5)We introduce the phonon creation and annihilation operators:q =r �h2M!0 (b+ + b); p = irM�h!02 (b� b+): (6)In matrix representation these operators have the form of in�nitematrices:(b+)ij = �(i+1)jpi; (b)ij = �i(j+1)pi: (7)After substituting q and p in (5), according to (6), the Hamiltonianmatrix has the following form (all terms are divided by �h!0):H = ^�� C1 ^� + C2^ +C3^�(d+ 'hqi) � C4hqi; (8)whereC1 = �3 � �h2M!0� 32 1�h!0 ; C2 = 4 � �h2M!0�2 1�h!0 ; (9)C3 = � �h2M!0� 12 1�h!0 ; C4 = '2 1�h!0 ;
ICMP{96{17E 4and �ij=�ij 2i � 12 ;�ij=�i(j+1)3ipi + �j(i+1)3jpj + �i(j+3)pi(i + 1)(i + 2) +�j(i+3)pj(j + 1)(j + 2); (10)ij=�ij3(i2 + (i � 1)2) + �i(j+2)2(2i+ 1)pi(i + 1) +�j(i+2)2(2j + 1)pj(j + 1) + �i(j+4)pi(i + 1)(i+ 2)(i+ 3) +�j(i+4)pj(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 3);�ij=�i(j+1)pi+ �j(i+1)pj:As the calculation of dependencies of thermodynamical functions onmodel parameters shows, accounting for the �nite number of harmonicoscillator levels, i.e., limiting the size of the Hamiltonian matrix to N =25 is su�cient when kThw � 5. All calculations below are made within thisrange of model parameters.3. Dependence of order parameter and free energyon the external �eld. Phase diagramFor calculation of order parameter we use the expressionhqi = Sp(qe��H )Spe��H (11)After the unitary transformation is madeHd = V �1HV; (12)which diagonilizes the Hamiltonian matrix, we gethqi = Sp(~qe��Hd )Spe��Hd ; ~q = V �1qV (13)Note that hqi is contained in the Hamiltonian (5). Denotingf = d+ 'hqi (14)we derive the self-consistent system of equations:�hqi=hqi(f; T )f=d+ 'hqi: (15)
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0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0-0.2-0.10.00.10.20.3 .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................hqi a)d 0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0-8.0-4.00.04.0 .....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................F b)dFigure 1: Dependencies of the order parameter and free energy on theexternal �eld, kT�h!0=0.17.Numerical solution of this system allows to obtain the dependencehqi = hqi(d) (Fig.1a) for various values of kT=hw (in all calculationsbelow, '=-20; C1=0.157 and C2=0.025). Using this dependence in theHamiltonian (5) we calculate the dependence of the free energy on theexternal �eld, according to the expression below:F (d; T ) = �T lnSp e��" � 12'hqi2 (16)Fig. 1b represents the dependence F=F(d).The dependencies shown on Fig.1 are typical for the �rst order phasetransition. The abscissa of the self-crossing of the curve F correspondsto the value d� at which the phase transition occurs, causing a jump-likechange of the order parameter on Fig.1a. Raising the temperature leadsto vanishing of hysteresis-type of this dependence, i.e., to vanishing ofphase transition.Temperature increase results in decrease of d�. Finding numericallyd� for each value of the temperature, we construct phase diagram (d�; T )which is shown on Fig.2a.The left end of this curve corresponds to the value kT�h! = 4:6 at whichthe phase transition vanishes, having a meaning of the critical point. Thesame diagram is presented on Fig. 2b for the higher value of C1 = 0:197.It shows that increasing of cubic anharmonism leads to the higher valueof the temperature at which the phase transition disappears, i.e., to thehigher value of the critical temperature.
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Figure 2: Phase diagram for di�erent values of cubic anharmonicity:C1 = 0:157 (a) and C1 = 0:197 (b).Having the dependence hqi = hqi(d), one can calculate the dielectricsusceptibility function � � �@hqi@d . The dependencies ��1 = ��1(d) areshown on Fig. 3a - 3b. While the behavour of � (or ��1) is �nite at thevalue kT�h!0 = 1:4 (Fig. 3a) which corresponds to the middle of the phasediagram on Fig.2a, it has an in�nite point as kT�h!0 =' 3:9, (correspond-ingly, ��1 reaches zero on Fig. 3b), i.e. as it approaches the critical pointat the phase diagram.4. Dependence of the order parameter and free en-ergy on the temperatureSolving numerically system (15) for certain values of d we derive thedependence hqi = hqi(T ). Using this dependence in the Hamiltonian (5)and diagonilizing it we obtain the dependence of the free energy on thetemperature, according to (16). The dependencies of the order parameterand free energy are shown in Figs. 4-6 for three values of d: d=1.4, d=1.3,and d=1.2, which fall, respectively, to the right of, on, and to the left ofthe phase diagram in Fig. 2a. The value of d ' 1:293 corresponds to thecritical point (left end of the phase diagram in Fig.2a); the dependenceof the order parameter on the temperature for this value of d is shownin Fig. 7.The analysis of the free energy dependence on the temperature inthe range d > 1:3 (Fig. 4), i.e., to the right side of the phase diagram
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Figure 3: Inverse dielectric susceptibility as function of the external �eld,for the values of kT�h!0=1.4 and kT�h!0=3.9 which correspond to the middleand the left end of Fig. 2a.
0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0-0.2-0.10.00.10.2 .........................................................................................hqi kT�h!a)123 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0-10.0-8.0-6.0-4.0-2.0-0.02.0 .........................................................................................F kT�h!b)21 3Figure 4: Plots of the order parameter and the free energy as functionsof the kT�h!0 at d=1.4 (to the right of the phase diagram shown in Fig. 2a).
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c)
Figure 5: Plots of the order parameter and the free energy as functions ofthe kT�h!0 at d=1.3 (on the phase diagram shown in Fig.2a). Since branches1 and 3 in Fig. b) are very close to each other and can not be visuallyresolved, we also plot in Fig. c) the schematic representation of the samedependence.
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0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0-0.2-0.10.00.10.2 ...........................................................................................hqi kT�h!a)123 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0-10.0-8.0-6.0-4.0-2.0-0.02.0 ...........................................................................................F kT�h!b)32 1Figure 6: Plots of the order parameter and the free energy as functionsof the kT�h!0 at d=1.2 (to the left of the phase diagram shown in Fig. 2a).

0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0-0.2-0.10.00.10.2 .........................................................................................................hqi kT�h!123Figure 7: Plot of the order parameter as function of the kT�h!0 at the criticalpoint of the phase diagram in Fig. 2a, d=1.293.
ICMP{96{17E 10curve in Fig. 2a shows that branch 3 of the hqi = hqi(kT�h! ) dependencecorresponds to the minimal value of the free energy, which means thatthe order parameter varies smoothly in this range of values of d. In therange 1:293 < d < 1:302, i.e. on the phase diagram curve, the minimalfree energy corresponds to the jump of the order parameter from branch3 to branch 1 (Fig. 5) at the value kT�h! = 2:5, which corresponds to the�rst order phase transition. When d < 1:293, or to the left of the phasediagram, the order parameter varies smoothly, by the branch 1 in Fig.6;no phase transition occurs in this range of d.There is an another way which allows to determine the range of dwhere the phase transition occurs. We calculate the dependence of thefree energy on order parameter, according to (16), for the �xed valueof kT�h! = 0:2, and three di�erent values of d =1.4, 1.3, 1.2 which fall,respectively, to the right of, on, and to the left of the phase diagramshown in Fig. 2a. These dependencies are shown in Fig.8a - 8c.Comparing Fig. 8a and the dependence of the order parameter onthe temperature shown in Fig. 4a (case d = 1:2) one concludes thatthe minimal value of the free energy at hqi ' �0:07 corresponds to thebranch 3 of the Fig. 4a, therefore the order parameter varies smoothlyalong this branch. The same smooth behaviour of the order parameterin case d=1.4 can be concluded by comparing Fig. 8c and Fig.6a; inthis case the order paramater varies along branch 1 of the Fig. 6a whichcorresponds to the minimal value of the free energy at hqi ' 0:2.However, if d = 1:3, the minimal value of the free energy in Fig. 8bcorresponds to the value of the order parameter hqi ' 0:2, or the branch1 of the Fig. 5a. Therefore, if d = 1:3, a jump like transition of the orderparameter from branch 1 to branch 3 occurs (Fig.5a), con�rming theconclusion resulting from the analysis of the dependencies of the orderparameter and free energy on the temperature.5. ConclusionsThe approach which is based on the exact numerical solution of the sin-gle ion problem in the crystal lattice allows to consider the most generalnon-symmetrical form of the potential which e�ects on this ion. Ac-counting for the long-range interaction in the mean-�eld approximation,the dependencies of the dynamic and thermodynamic functions on theexternal �eld and the temperature are derived. These dependencies tes-tify that the system undergoes the �rst order phase transition, with thejump-like change of the order parameter hqi, as the external �eld variesas well as the temperature. It is established that the increase of the cu-
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Figure 8: Dependencies of the free energy on the order parameter: d=1.4(a), d=1.3 (b), and d=1.2 (c), kT�h!0=0.2.

ICMP{96{17E 12bic anharmonicity leads to the increase of the critical temperature. Thephase diagram (d,T) of the model is built.References[1] V.L. Aksenov, N.M. Plakida, S. Stamenkoviq. Rasse�nie ne�-tronov segnetoelektrikami. - Moskva: Energoatomizdat. - 1984.- s.55-71.[2] N. Gillis, T. Koehler. Phase transitions in a simplemodel ferroelectric- comparison of exact and variational treatments of a molecular-�eldHamiltonian. // Phys. Rev. B. - 1973. - 9, No 9. - P. 3806-3818.[3] A. Sa�ko, V. Gusakov, V. Kuz~min. O vli�nii bistabil~nogo po-vedeni� apeksnogo atoma kisloroda na sverhprovod�wi� perehodv YBa2Cu3O7��. // Pis~ma v��TF. - 1992. - 56, N 8. - S.425-428.[4] A. Bishop, R.Martin, K. Muller, Z. Tesanovic. Superconductivity inoxides: toward a uni�ed picture. // Z. Phys. B - Condensed Matter.- 1989. - 76, No 1. - P.17-24.[5] M. Krantz, C. Thomson, Hj. Mattausch, M. Cardona. Raman-activephonons and mode softening in superconducting HgBa2CuO4+� . //Phys. Rev. B. - 1994. - 50, No 2. - P.1165-1170.[6] I.V. Stasyuk, A.M.Shvaika. On the electron spectrum of the Hubbardmodel including interactions with local anharmonic vibrations. //Physica C. - 1993. - 213, No 1. - P.57-70.
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